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• Global Manufacturer 
– over 100 years in business 
– over 1,000 employees worldwide
– 4 Manufacturing Facilities
– Sales in over 27 Countries
• Broad Customer Base
– Ford, GM, Chrysler, Rolls Royce, 
Lucent, Xerox, Kodak, Nortel, Case 
















F2 – Latch for Indoor Enclosure Market Designed and Built
By Southco Team


































• Highway Construction Equipment
• 90 degree swing and 6mm of pull up























• (3) Key Factors
– Project Management






















– Scheduled Launch Date April 2001 
Actual July 2001
– Multimillion dollar Capital Budget         
Actual  4% over plan 
(does not include labor 3 months)































• Keys to Good Project Management




– Bottom up Cost Estimates









































- Initia l failure mode
analys es






























- Identi fy supply
chain



















- Beta test s ite
selection
- Veri fi cation
plan
- Source tool ing









































Rev B:  25Jun2001
An Overview of the Southco Product Development Process






































F2 – During Pre-production 
Testing lab advises that they are 
able to rotate the lock key by 
hand past it’s stop. The lock 
plug continues to rotate freely 
and they are then unable to 
unlock their cabinet because the 


















• Feb 2001 Changed Lock Pawl and Handle Geometry
• Feb 2001 Changed Lock Pawl from ¼ hard material to Half Hard
• March 2001 Changed Lock Housing Geometry
• April 2001 Changed Lock Pawl from ½ hard material to Full Hard
• June 2001 Changed Lock Housing Material and Geometry


























































































N4 QC – Customer advises Southco that upon actuating 
(Twist & Pull) the N4 Compression Latch the handle freely 

















After conducting numerous inspections of the areas that 
could contribute to such a failure, it was noted that several 
parts measured as low as 19.6mm across the Groove Dia. 
This was as opposed to the minimum specified 
dimensions of 19.8mm. To understand what effect this 
would have on the product an FEA simulation was 
conducted.
Although the figures produced by the FEA were not useful.
the simulation did confirm effects of the change in
dimension and allowed for relative comparisons. 
Following the FEA on the 19.6mm dimension an 
additional FEA was conducted for the nominal 19.8mm.
Clearly the reduction in diameter had a significant 
impact on the failure mode. 
The reduction caused the retainer to be influenced 
towards the cap groove. This resulted in the retainer 
collapsing allowing the cap (handle) to be removed.
The FEA yielded a 600% increase in load when the 
















In addition to the Groove diameter issue a second problem was observed.
The model below shows the 19.8 (+0.2/-0.0) dia groove with the mating chamfers on 
top & bottom tolerance. This model highlighted that when the retainer was fully seated 
the gap between the mating chamfers was only 0.031mm.
0.031mm
The nature of the N4 latch was such that both the cap & housing would experience 
powder coating around this area. In addition to other variables, this resulted in parts not 
















• Increase groove diameter nominal to 20.00mm (+0.1/-0.1)
• Lower the Housing chamfer by 0.6mm.
• 100% Inspect incoming parts for Groove Dia conformation (manual)
• 100% Inspection of powder coated parts. 
• Ensure use of Axial loading during assembly (Test 1)
















• New Test methods Vs the old method
•Taguchi Method
• Short test runs: Highly stressful with 
planned Realistic Noise factors induced
• Sources of noise:
o Variation in conditions of use
o Product and Process variations
o Product deterioration
• Run parts at tolerance limits




















• (3) Key Factors
– Project Management


















•Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
• Voice of the customer data into   
Technical Product specifications
• Add Structure
• Guide Employees with limited 
experience
• Clearly defined test requirements
• New Testing Methods 
•Include noise: Taguchi Methods
• Require DFA and DFM as part of the 
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